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AURUS-4 S / AURUS-4 XL
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Figure: AURUS-4 XL and S in all possible colours
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Dimensions:

activate its predefined function.
Total thickness on the wall:
4S: 90W x 90H (glass plate) x 13 (mm)

Technical

4XL: 90W x 140H (glass plate) x 13 (mm)

About any standard single wall box can

Connections:

be used for both brick- and plasterboard
walls. The AURUS is provided to be

AUTOBUS:

mounted in these wall boxes with two

set (included with the device).

with

dedicated

connection

screws or claws.
If four buttons are not enough for your
application or you want a panel with a
display, please check the other AURUS
panels.
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Maintenance:
Use only dry microfiber cloth.
Bestelcode:
TDS12024WH: S White
TDS12024BL:

S Black

TDS12024AU:

S Gold

TDS12024LG:

S Silver grey

TDS12021WH: XL White
TDS12021BL:

XL Black

TDS12021AU:

XL Gold

TDS12021LG:

XL Silver grey

with 10”, 15” or 19” displays.
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